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The multilevel fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA) [Chew et al.]
provides
fast
and
efficient
solutions
of
computational
electromagnetics problems involving large objects with threedimensional arbitrary geometries. Accurate solutions of real-life
problems require discretizations with tens of millions of unknowns.
To achieve the solution of such extremely large problems,
maximizing the computational resources by parallelizing MLFMA on
distributed memory architectures is needed. However, due to its
complicated structure, parallelization of MLFMA is not trivial.
Recently, we proposed a hierarchical parallelization strategy, with
which we have been able to solve the world’s largest integralequation problems in computational electromagnetics.
Most
recently, breaking the latest world record actually required the
solution of 85,000,000x85,000,000 dense matrix equations! This
achievement is an outcome of a multidisciplinary study involving physical understanding of
electromagnetics problems, novel parallelization strategies (computer science), constructing parallel
clusters (computer architecture), and advanced mathematical methods for integral equations, fast solvers,
iterative methods, preconditioners, and linear algebra.
For more information, please visit
www.cem.bilkent.edu.tr.
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